Name:___________________________________ Date:_______________________________________
Training handout with questions to be returned for training credit.

Training 1 CACFP required
Poll 2 1.___________and ___________ must be completed daily, by the end of the day. (For Homes)
A
B
C

Calendar and menu
Menu and meal counts
My Food Program or NCR(paper) claim

2. When are attendance times and meal counts for centers, required to be entered into MM or MFP? For centers
A
B
C
D
Poll 3

1. CACFP Regulations require child enrollment forms to be updated __________________.
A
B
C

office?

Annually
Daily
Never

2. According to updated SVDP enrollment (IEF) policy what day of the month are forms to be submitted to CACFP
A
B
C

Poll 4

Daily when source documents are maintained
POS using KidKare or MFP app
Weekly, Mandatory
All of the above

with your claim
daily
26th of the claim month

CACFP Record Maintenance
A
B
C

1 year
3 years plus the current
7 years plus the current

Poll 5 You are planning to replace a Meat/Meat Alternate for a grain at breakfast this week. How many ounces of
M/MA would you need to serve a 4-year –old?
A
B
C
Poll 6

Which foods are to be served to a developmentally ready infant at snack?
A
B
C

Poll 7

1.5 oz
0.5 oz
1 oz

fruits and vegetables
crackers, bread, and ready to eat breakfast cereal
All of the above

Updating your calendar in MFP is one way of providing ____________________.
A
B
C

Prior Notification for closures
Child enrollment
Attendance

Poll 8 True or false: If serving pre-plated meals, some meal components can be saved for later once the children have
finished their entrees.
A
B
Poll 9

True
False

To claim reimbursement for your own children, you must qualify for ______________ rates.
A
B
C

Census Bureau
Idaho Department of Education
Tier 1

Poll 10 Which of the following foods are not creditable in in the CACFP?
A
B
C

granola bars
Popcorn
Lentil Pasta

Training 2 Food Safety
Poll 1

Most dangerous food?
A
B
C
D

Kidney Beans
Rhubarb
Fugu Japanese Pufferfish
Green potatoes

Susie Crazy Day Underline unsafe practices.
Susie was in a hurry. It was time to fix lunch for her two older children but she still had to unpack the
groceries from their early morning trip to the store and fix the meal. Luckily the baby was asleep so
maybe she could get the two boys fed before the baby woke up.
For the second time, Susie started unpacking bags when she heard a big CRASH! Susie got the
package of chicken on the counter just as Billy and Bobby came charging in. Uh oh! The dog was loose
and came bounding in with them. Susie couldn’t get anyone to settle down. Food! She thought. Food is
the answer. She grabbed the cold cuts that had thawed on the counter, the cutting board and knife out of
the sink, some bread and put the sandwiches together. She took the grapes out of the grocery bag. The
grapes and the sandwiches went on the table. She sliced tomatoes and lettuce on the cutting board for
the small salad and piled it into a bowl. Let’s see, milk to drink. Their sippy cups were in the fridge, but
which one belonged to which kid? Never mind, no one was sick and it’s all just family germs.
Waaah! Waaah! The baby must be starving. Susie grabbed the morning bottle, dumped the leftovers
and quickly refilled it with formula and water. In her rush she dropped the lid. It did a few somersaults
across the floor, landing under the table where Fido gave it a sniff and a lick. “Fido, no!”

“Mommy, look!” exclaimed Bobby. “What’s that dripping on the floor?” Yuck. It was the chicken
package on the counter. No time for the baby’s bottle now, but where was his pacifier? Susie grabbed
the dishrag out of the sink. There was the pacifier, under the dishrag. She quickly cleaned the counter
and floor, tossed the dishrag and the package of chicken into the sink and gave the baby his pacifier.
Much better, she thought. Why did I leave the chicken on the counter, anyway? The dog could have
gotten it!
After the boys finished their lunches, Susie changed the baby’s diaper and settled herself and the baby
into the rocking chair. As he started to drink his bottle, Susie sighed “Phew, thank goodness, a moment
of peace.” Susie was quite pleased with herself. She had handled one catastrophe after another. Gazing
at the baby she thought, “Good for me! Even after all that, I managed to keep everyone happy and
safe!” Or were they?

Picnic Panic!. Underline the unsafe practices.
It’s a beautiful summer day and the children at ABC Child Care are getting ready for an outdoor
picnic lunch. That morning, provider Jordan is busy getting a head start on preparing the lunch
menu. She is proud of herself for remembering to take the frozen raw chicken breast out of the
freezer the night before. It’s been defrosting on a cutting board on the counter overnight.
Everyone loves a good chicken salad!
She grabs a bag of potatoes from the pantry and moves the chicken out of the way so she can
use the cutting board. She notices that some of the juices from the chicken have leaked out onto
the cutting board, and quickly wipes it up with a rag. She begins chopping the potatoes for the
potato salad when one of the infants starts to cry and needs a diaper change. She quickly
changes the diaper and returns to the kitchen, just in time to see the cat licking the chicken on
the counter. What a pest! A quick rinse with water will do the trick, she thinks.
Jordan puts the chicken in the oven and rinses the cutting board with water. She grabs the
container of strawberries and puts it in a dusty old cooler that she pulled out of the basement
(ignoring the cobwebs that have accumulated in the bottom of it). We’re running behind
schedule, she thinks. As soon as the chicken and potato salad are finished cooking, she quickly
packs them in the cooler with an ice pack, hoping the hot chicken won’t melt it too much. Then
she and the kids are off to the park for their picnic. “Oh well, we will be eating in 3 hours
anyway. We should be just fine. No need to panic!”

Training 3 Monitoring and Civil Rights
A summary of the monitoring section for this coming year.
Mark True or False
1. Monitoring visits are planned as zoom meetings for the coming fiscal year.True

False

2. All programs will receive an email, when a review for your program scheduled for the upcoming month.
True

False

3. Review invitations will be emailed the evening before for a Breakfast review.
4. For a lunch or snack review the morning of the visits.

True

False

5. You will need to have a portable devise for the visits.

True

False

True

False

6. If you are not able to participate in the review, another unannounced review will be scheduled within the
next 2 weeks, if you are not available for the rescheduled review your program will be out of
compliance and the program will be found Seriously Deficient.

True

False

Civil Rights
1. Civil rights posters are to be displayed in a conspicuous location at adult eye level.
2.

The 3 “D” are Denied, Delayed or Denied. True

True

False

False

3. Provider/Program operators are to encouraged to have parents to complete the ethnic & racial data on
the enrollment/income forms.

True

False

4. Complaints are to be forwarded to SVDP within 3 days.

True

False

5. Centers are to update their CR folder with a new log. True False
6. Programs are to provide substitutions for disabilities documented by a medical form signed by a medical
authority.

True

False

